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Abstract
Background: Profile Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are statistical representations of protein families
derived from patterns of sequence conservation in multiple alignments and have been used in identifying
remote homologues with considerable success. These conservation patterns arise from fold specific
signals, shared across multiple families, and function specific signals unique to the families. The availability
of sequences pre-classified according to their function permits the use of negative training sequences to
improve the specificity of the HMM, both by optimizing the threshold cutoff and by modifying emission
probabilities to minimize the influence of fold-specific signals. A protocol to generate family specific HMMs
is described that first constructs a profile HMM from an alignment of the family's sequences and then uses
this model to identify sequences belonging to other classes that score above the default threshold (false
positives). Ten-fold cross validation is used to optimise the discrimination threshold score for the model.
The advent of fast multiple alignment methods enables the use of the profile alignments to align the true
and false positive sequences, and the resulting alignments are used to modify the emission probabilities in
the original model.
Results: The protocol, called HMM-ModE, was validated on a set of sequences belonging to six sub-
families of the AGC family of kinases. These sequences have an average sequence similarity of 63% among
the group though each sub-group has a different substrate specificity. The optimisation of discrimination
threshold, by using negative sequences scored against the model improves specificity in test cases from an
average of 21% to 98%. Further discrimination by the HMM after modifying model probabilities using
negative training sequences is provided in a few cases, the average specificity rising to 99%. Similar
improvements were obtained with a sample of G-Protein coupled receptors sub-classified with respect to
their substrate specificity, though the average sequence identity across the sub-families is just 20.6%. The
protocol is applied in a high-throughput classification exercise on protein kinases.
Conclusion: The protocol has the potential to maximise the contributions of discriminating residues to
classify proteins based on their molecular function, using pre-classified positive and negative sequence
training data. The high specificity of the method, and increasing availability of pre-classified sequence data
holds the potential for its application in sequence annotation.
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Background
Protein homology is used as the basis for studying its phy-
logeny and predicting its function. A preliminary step in
annotation of protein function from its sequence, is to
compare it against a database of functionally annotated
sequences and infer function based on similar conserva-
tion patterns to known homologues. As databases of
sequences with known functions are large, fast heuristic
methods based on extending local alignments such as
BLAST [1] and FASTA [2] are commonly employed for this
task.
Improved sensitivity in detecting homologues is provided
by profile-sequence comparison methods such as PSI-
BLAST[3] – which uses position specific scoring matrices,
and HMMER[4] which uses a profile Hidden Markov
Model (HMM). A profile is developed from a multiple
alignment and contains more information on the
sequence family than a single sequence, providing a base
for detecting homologs with discontinuous conservation
patterns, and remote homologues.
Patterns of sequence conservation can arise from both
phylogenetic and functional relationships between pro-
teins [5]. Proteins perform a wide variety of functions, but
share a comparatively small number of folds. The TIM-
barrel fold, as an extreme example, includes oxidoreduct-
ases, lyases, hydrolases and isomerases, which are exam-
ples of divergent evolution of function within the fold [6].
These proteins, while within each class contain function-
specific signals, share fold-specific signals across the func-
tional groups. The development of profile-profile based
methods, (e.g. HHSEARCH [7], COACH [8]) maximises
the contribution of common signals between profiles,
providing even greater sensitivity in detecting remote
homologs, and have proven useful for fold classification.
Profile HMM databases are now commonly used to assign
a protein to a structural class: the Superfamily database[9]
which maps profiles to SCOP[10] structures, and the
Pfam database[11] – which is a database of protein fami-
lies largely based on domains.
An important goal of sequence annotation is the ability to
assign molecular function to a protein sequence. Phylog-
enomic inference attempts to annotate protein function
in the context of its entire family, and though has
improved accuracy and specificity, its universal applicabil-
ity is hampered by the fact that it is a labor-intensive man-
ual process that requires significant effort from dedicated
scientists [12]. Sjolander and co-workers have used "sub-
family HMMs", built from a multiple alignment of the
protein family decomposed into functionally distinct sub-
families, in classifying sequences with a very low error rate
[13].
As sequences are increasingly being classified on the basis
of their common function – e.g the Gene Ontology
project [14] (see ref [12] for more examples), function
specific profiles are important goals in the ability to anno-
tate sequences. HMMs built from a functionally classified
sub-family often pick up sequences belonging to other
sub-families because of fold signals common to the fam-
ily. Pre-classified data however, provides for the use of
both positive and negative training sequences. Negative
training sequences have been used before, both to modify
emission probabilities [15] and transition probabilities
[16]. Both methods employ the Viterbi algorithm to align
negative training sequences to the model, and change its
probabilities during the training stage. Hannehalli and
Russell [17] have used positional entropy to assess the dis-
cerning value of an amino acid position in a multiple
alignment, sub-classify sequences, and score sequences
against HMMs to remove the influence of non-discrimi-
nating residues. Kernel based methods, notably the Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) have been applied to classify
sequences both at the fold level[18] and at the sub-family
level[19].
A multiple alignment of representative protein kinase
sequences divided into sub-families is illustrative of the
problem faced in using the HMM of a sub-family for clas-
sification (Figure 1). Easily apparent are the large number
of columns which are conserved across all sub-families,
representative of the fold signals. Amino acids selectively
conserved in one sub-family are responsible for its specific
function, and this information is used to discriminate
sequences from the other sub-families. G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCR) have also been classified hierarchically
[20] and have been used to test the application of kernel
based support vector machines as classifiers. This dataset
provides another test for discriminating methods – they
share a common fold but with limited sequence similarity
across the family. As the HMM built from a family of
sequences contains both common fold and function spe-
cific signals, the availability of a negative sequence data set
allows the use of methods that optimise the discrimina-
tion threshold to separate sequences based on their func-
tion. Further separation, if necessary, maybe provided by
modifying model parameters to minimize the influence
of fold-specific signals and/or maximise the influence of
specificity determining residues. These methods could be
applied to classify proteins on the basis of their function
in spite of their sharing a common fold.
We describe the use of cross-validation [21] to optimise
the threshold to improve specificity for a particular sub-
family profile HMM. From different measures of estimat-
ing classification accuracy, we choose the mode of the
Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [22] distribu-
tion as the optimal threshold (referred henceforth in theBMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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A multiple alignment showing the common fold specific signals, along with the group specific sub-family function specific signals Figure 1
A multiple alignment showing the common fold specific signals, along with the group specific sub-family func-
tion specific signals. Alscript [36] figure showing a portion of the alignment of representatives of six protein kinase families 
discussed in the text. The alignment is coloured based on residue conservation: Red and pink – identical and conserved across 
all families – correspond to fold signals, and blue and green – identical and conserved within a family. Positions predicted to 
confer specificity for the family [35] are highlighted in yellow. Deleted regions are indicated by dashes (- - -). Numbers below 
the alignment correspond to the PDB structure 2f7z.
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H F RPI KP LGS G D T G S V H L VELEG TGQYFAMK AMDK G VMRNRNKVH R ACTE REIL DMLD HPFLPALYASF QTKTH VCL I TDYYPGGE L F LLLD QQPTK
H F RPVKP LGS G D T G S V H L VELLN TGEYFAMK AMDK S IM L N R NKVH R ATAE RQIL DLLD HPFLPTLYASF QTKTH IC L I TDYCPGGE L F VLLD NQPLK
H F NPI KP LGC G D T G S V H L VELKV PENW FAMK AMDK S VMLNRNKVH R ACVE REIISTLD HPFLPTLYASF QTSTH VCL I TDFCPGGE L F ALLD KQPLK
H F KLVRH LGT G N L G R V F L CHLRD PTGFAL K VI DR D VLT AKKIS H VETE AEIL SLLD HPFLPTLYARI DASHY TCL LI DYCPNGD L H SLLR KQPNN
H L KLI RH LGT G N L G R V F L CNLRD ARFAL K VI DR N CLTTEKKLS Q VETE AEIL SLLD HPFLPTLYARI DESHY TCL LI DYAPNGD L H SLLR KQPGN
H F RLVRR LGS G D L G N V Y L C R L R E ---T A G G C L YAMK VVDK D ALAFRKKLR R AEVE RDIL RTLD HPFLPTLYADF EASHY ACL VMEFCPGGD L H VARQ RQPGR
H F RLLKR LGY G D I G S V Y L VELRD TDAFFAMK VMDK E SLI SRNKLV R AQTE REIL G LLD HPFLPTLYTHF ETDKF YCL VMEYCSGGN L H SLRQ RQLNK
H F RLLKR LGC G D I G S V F L AELI G TRCFFAMK VMDK A ALESRKKLV R AQTE REIL QSL D HPFLPTLYSHF ETDKF SCL VMEFCPGGD L H ALRQ KQPGK
H F RLLKR LGC G D I G T V H L AELNG TRCYFAMK VMDK T ALASRKKLL R AQTE REIL QCL D HPFLPTLYSHF ETEKF SCL VMEFCPGGD L H TLRQ RQPGK
D F E IIK P IS R G A F G K V F L ARKR TTGDFFAI K VLKK L DMI RKNDIE R IL Q E RNIL IT V R Y PFLVRFFYSF TCRDN LYL VMEYLNGGD L Y SLLQ KVG
N F E L L K V L G T G A Y G K V F L V R K IS D T G K L YAMK V L K K A T I V Q K A K T T E H T R T E R Q V L E H I R Q S P F LVTLHYA F Q T E T K L H L I L D Y IN GGELF THL S QRE
N FEL L K V LGT G A Y G K V F L V RKI S DTGKLYAMKVLKK A TI VQKAKT T E H TRTE RQVL EHI RQSPFLVTLHYAFQTETK L H L I L DYI NGGELF THL S QRE
N FEL L K V LGT G A Y G K V F L V RKI S DTGKLYAMKVLKK A TI VQKAKT T E H TRTE RQVL EHI RQSPFLVTLHYAFQTETK L H L I L DYI NGGELF THL S QRE
Q FEL L K V LGQ G S F G K V F L V RKKT DAGQLYAMKVLKK A SLKVRDRV R TKM E RDI L VEV NHPFI VKLHYAFQTEGK L Y L I L DFLRGGDVF TRL S KEV
Q FEL L K V LGQ G S F G K V F L V KKI S DARQLYAMKVLKK A TLKVRDRV R TKM E RDI L VEV NHPFI VKLHYAFQTEGK L Y L I L DFLRGGDLF TRL S KEV
H FEL L K V LGQ G S F G K V F L V RKVT DNGHLYAMKVLKK A TLKVRDRV R TKM E RDI L ADV NHPFVVKLHYAFQTEGK L Y L I L DFLRGGDLF TRL S KEV
S GPS E IE D G ERHL GRS ESPLHCEASLSFQTEGK L Y L I L DFLRGGDLF TRL S KEV
KVRDRV R TKM E RDI L VEV NHPFI VKLHYAFQTEGK L Y L I L DFLRGGDLF TRL S KEV
C FEL L R V LGK G G Y G K V F Q V RKVQ NLGKI YAMKVLRK A KI VRNAKD T A H TRAE RNI L ESV KHPFI VELAYAFQTGGK L Y L I L ECLSGGELF THL E REG
C FEL L R V LGK G G Y G K V F Q V RKVQ NLGKI YAMKVLRK A KI VRNAKD T A H TRAE RNI L ESV KHPFI VELAYAFQTGGK L Y L I L ECLSGGELF THL E REG
N FEV L K L VGQ G A F G K V Y Q V RMK GTSEI YAMKVMRK D KI LEKNHAE Y MKAE RDI L TK V D H PFVVQLRYSFQTKYR L Y L V L DFVNGGHLF FQL Y QQG
D F D Y L K L L G K G T FGK V I L V R E K A T G R Y Y A MK I L R K E V IIA K DEVA H T V TES R V L Q N T R HPFLTAL K Y A F Q THDR L C F V ME Y A N G G E L F F H L S R E R
D F DFLKV LGQ G T FGK V I L CREK SSDKLYAI KI IR K E MVVDRSEVA H T L TEN RVLYACV HPFLTLLKYS FQAQYH I CFVMEFANGGELF T HLQ RCK
N F EFLKV LGK G T FGK V I L CREK ATAKLYAI KI LKK E V IIQ K DEVA H T L TES RVLKSTN HPFLIS LKYS FQTNDR L CFVMQYVNGGELF WHLS HER
D F DYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VREK ATGRYYAMKI LRK E V IIA K DEVA H T V TES RVLQNTR HPFLTALKYA FQTHDR L CFVMEYANGGELF F HLS RER
D F DYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VREK ASGKYYAMKI LKK E V IIA K DEVA H T L TES RVLKNTR HPFLTSLKYS FQTKDR L CFVMEYVNGGELF F HLS RER
D F DYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VREK ASGKYYAMKI LKK E V IIA K DEVA H T L TES RVLKNTR HPFLTSLKYS FQTKDR L CFVMEYVNGGELF F HLS RER
D F DYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VREK ASGKYYAMKI LKK E V IIA K DEVA H T L TES RVLKNTR HPFLTSLKYS FQTKDR L CFVMEYVNGGELF F HLS RER
D F DYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VREK ASGKYYAMKI LKK E V IIA K DEVA H T L TES RVLKNTR HPFLTSLKYS FQTKDR L CFVMEYVNGGELF F HLS RER
D F DYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VREK ASGKYYAMKI LKK E V IIA K DEVA H T L TES RVLKNTR HPFLTSLKYS FQTKDR L CFVMEYVNGGELF F HLS RER
E F EYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VKEK ATGRYYAMKI LKK E VI VAKDEVA H T L TEN RVLQNSR HPFLTALKYS FQTHDR L CFVMEYANGGELF F HLS RER
E F EYLKL LGK G T FGK V I L VKEK ATGRYYAMKI LKK E VI VAKDEVA H T L TEN RVLQNSR HPFLTALKYS FQTHDR L CFVMEYANGGELF F HLS RER
D F I L H K ML G K G S FGK V F L A E F KK T N Q F F A I K A L K K D V V L MD DDV E C T MV E K R V L S L A WEH PFLTHM F C T F Q T KEN L F F V ME YLNGGDL MY H I Q S C H
H F NFLAV LGK G N FGK V MLAETK ACKKLYAI K VLKKE F IIE N DEVE S TRSEKRVF LI ANKE RHPFLLNLHACFQTETR VYFV ME YI SGGDLMLHI Q RG
D F RLLTV IG R G S YAK V V QAEHV STRQI YAI K IIKKE MF NEDEDID WVQTEKSVF EAASN YPFLVGLHSCFQTESR LFFV I E FVPGGDLMFHM Q QQR
D F DLI RV IG R G S YAK V L LVRLK KNDQI YAMK VVKKE LVHDDEDID WVQTEKHVF EQASS NPFLVGLHSCFQTTSR LFLV I E YVNGGDLMFHM Q RQR
D F DLI RV IG R G S YAK V L LVRLK KNDQI YAMK VVKKE LVHDDEDID WVQTEKHVF EQASS NPFLVGLHSCFQTTSR LFLV I E YVNGGDLMFHM Q RQR
E F NFI KV LGK G S FGK V MLAELK GKDEVYAV K VLKKD VI LQDDDVD C TM TEKRI L ALARK HPYLTQLYCCFQTKDR LFFV ME YVNGGDLMFQI Q RSR
D F NFLMV LGK G S FGK V MLSERK GTDELYAV K IL KKD VVI QDDDVE C TM VEKRVL ALPGK PPFLTQLHSCFQTMDR LYFV ME YVNGGDLMYHI Q QVG
D F SFLMV LGK G S FGK V MVGRRK GSDELYAV K IL KKD VVI QDDDVE C TM I EKRVL ALQDK PPFLTQLQSCFQTVDR LYFV ME YVSGGDLMYHI Q QVG
D F NFLMV LGK G S FGK V MLADRK GTEELYAI K IL KKD VVI QDDDVE C TM VEKRVL ALLDK PPFLTQLHSCFQTVDR LYFV ME YVNGGDLMYHI Q QVG
D L NFLMV LGK G S FGK V MLADRK GTEELYAI K IL KKD VVI QDDDVE C TM VEKRVL ALLDK PPFLTQLHSCFQTVDR LYFV ME YVNGGDLMYHI Q QVG
D F NFLMV LGK G S FGK V MLADRK GTEELYAI K IL KKD VVI QDDDVE C TM VEKRVL ALMDK PPFLTQLHSCFQTVDR LYFV ME YVNGGDLMYHI Q QVG
D F S V H R I IG R G G FGE V Y G C RKA DTGK MY A MK C L D K K R I K MK Q G E T L A L N E R I ML S L V S T G DCPF I V C MS Y A F H T P D K L S F IL D L MNGGDL H Y H L S Q H G
E F SVHR I IG R G G FGE V Y GCRKA DTGKMYAMK C L D K K R I K MKQGET L A LNE RI ML SLV STG DCPF I V CMTYAFH T PDK L CFI LDLMNGGDL H Y H L S QHG
E F SVHR I IG R G G FGE V Y GCRKA DTGKMYAMK C L D K K R I K MKQGET L A LNE RI ML SLV STG DCPF I V CMTYAFH T PDK L CFI LDLMNGGDL H Y H L S QHG
D F SVHR I IG R G G FGE V Y GCRKA DTGKMYAMK C L D K K R I K MKQGET L A LNE RI ML SLV STG DCPF I V CMSYAFH T PDK L SFI LDLMNGGDL H Y H L S QHG
Y F YEFR T LGK G G FGE V C AVQVK NTGQMYAC K K L C K K R L K KKHGEK MA LLE KKI L EKV NS LF I V SLAYAYD T KTH L CLVMSLMNGGDL K Y H I Y NI GEK
WF LDFR V LGK G G FGE V S ACQMK ATGKMYAC K K L N K K R L K KKKGYQ G A IV E KRI L TKV HS RF I V SLAYAFE T KTD L CLVMTI MNGGDV R Y H I Y NVDED
WF LDFR V LGK G G FGE V S ACQMK ATGKLYAC K K L N K K R L K KRKGYQ G A MVE KKI L MKV HS RF I V SLAYAFE T KAD L CLVMTI MNGGDI R Y H I Y NVNEE
T F RHYR V LGK G G FGE V C ACQVR ATGKMYAC K K L Q K K R I K KRKGEA MA LNE KRI L EKV QS RF V V SLAYAYE T KDA L CLVLTI MNGGDL K F H I Y NLGNP
T F RQYR V LGK G G FGE V C ACQVR ATGKMYAC K K L E K K R I K KRKGEA MA LNE KQI L EKV NS RF V V SLAYAYE T KDA L CLVLTLMNGGDL K F H I Y HMGQA
T F RQYR V LGK G G FGE V C ACQVR ATGKMYAC K K L E K K R I K KRKGEA MA LNE KQI L EKV NS RF V V SLAYAYE T KDA L CLVLTLMNGGDL K F H I Y HMGQA
T F RQYR V LGK G G FGE V C ACQVR ATGKMYAC K K L E K K R I K KRKGEA MA LNE KQI L EKV NS RF V V SLAYAYE T KDA L CLVLTLMNGGDL K F H I Y HMGQA
Q F E R I K T L G T G S F G R V ML V K HME G NH Y A MK I L D K Q K V V K L KQI E H T L N E K R I L Q A V NF P F LVKLE F S F K DNSN L Y MV ME YVPGGEMF S H L R R I G
D F QI L KL IG K G T FGQ V Y QVRKK DTKRI YAMK VLQK K VI V QKKEVA H TVGE RNI L VRTATA DSPF IV G L K F S F QTPTD LYLVTDYM SGGEL F WH L Q KEG
D F QI L RT LGT G S FGR V H LI RSRH G RYYAMK VLKK E IV V RLKQVE H TNDE RLML SI VT HPF IIR M W G T F QDAQQ I F MI MDYI EGGEL F SLL R KSQ
D L RVI AT LGV G G FGR V E LVQTNG SS RSFAL K QMKK S QI V ETRQQQ H IM S E KEI MGEAN CQF I VKLFKTF KDKKY L YML MESCL GGEL WTI L R DKG
D L RVI AT LGV G G FGR V E LVQTNG SS RSFAL K QMKK S QI V ETRQQQ H IM S E KEI MGEAN CQF I VKLFKTF KDKKY L YML MESCL GGEL WTI L R DKG
D L EVVST LGI G G FGR V E LVKAHH DRVDI FAL K CLKK R HI V DTKQEE H IF S E RHI MLSSR SPF I CRLYRTF RDEKY VYMLLEACMGGEI WTM L R DRG
N L E IIA T LGV G G FGR V E LVKVKN N VAFAMK CI RK K HI V DTKQQE H VYSE KRI L EELC SPF I VKLYRTF KDNKY VYMLLEACLGGEL WSI L R DRG
N L E IIA T LGV G G FGR V E LVKVKN N VAFAMK CI RK K HI V DTKQQE H VYSE KRI L EELC SPF I VKLYRTF KDNKY VYMLLEACLGGEL WSI L R DRG
D F DRI KT LGT G S FGR V MLVQ HKQ K DYFAMK IL D K Q KVV KLKQVE H TLNE KRI L QAVE FPF LVKLAYHF KDNSN LYMVLEYVLGGEMF SHL R KSG
MLVKHKE G NHYAMK IL D K Q KVV KLKQIE H TLNE KRI L QAVN FPF LVKLEFSF KDNSN LYMVMEYVPGGEMF SHL R RI G
Q F DRI KT LGT G S FGR V MLVKHKE G NHYAMK IL D K Q KVV KLKQIE H TLNE KRI L QAVN FPF LVKLEFSF KDNSN LYMVMEYVAGGEMF SHL R RI G
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VLKE DSVRFYAAE VVI ALEYLHC L G IIY RDLKPE N V L IQ S N GHVSL T DFD L SCLT SSKPQL- - - AEPMRA SN S F VGTEEY I APEIIT G SGH TSAVDW W ALG I LLYE ML Y G Y
VLHE DAVRFYAAE VVVALEYLHC Q G IIY RDLKPE N I L LHRDGHIS L T DFD L SCLT SCRPQV AEPMRA SN S F VGTEEY I APEIIT G AGH TSAVDW W ALG I LLYE ML Y G Y
IF K E ESARFYAAE VVI GLEYLHC L G IIY RDLKPE N I L LQ KDGHLVL T DFD L SFLT SCNPHI AEPVTQ SN S F VGTEEY I APEVI TG ASH TSAI DW W ALG VLLYE ML Y G R
RLPI SPVRFFAAE VLVALEYLHALG I VYRDLKPE N I L IR E D GHIM L S DFD L CFKA DVVPTF AEPVTAFSK S C VGTHEY L APELVAG NGH GSGVDW W AFG IF L Y E ML Y G T
RLPI QPVRFFAAE VLVALEYLHAMG I VYRDLKPE N V L LREDGHVML S DFD L CFKS DVVPTF AEPVTAFSR S C VGTHEY L APELVSG NGH GSGVDW W AFG IF L Y E L L Y G T
RFTV SSTRFYVAE TVLALEYLHMMG VVYRDLKPE N V L VRGDGHIM L S DFD L SLKC DVVPKL VEPVAARSK S F VGTHEY L APEVI SG QGH GSAVDW W TLG VFMYE ML Y G R
HFNE QAARFYASE VLLALEYLHML G I VYRDLKPE N V L VRDDGHIM L S DFD L SLRC SVCPML AEPTDARSMS F VGTHEY L APEIIR G EGH GSAVDW W TFG VFLYE L L H G M
FFPE HAARFYVAE VLLALEYLHM L G IIY RDLKPE N V L VREDGHIM L S DFD L SLRC AVSPTL AEPTSARSMS F VGTHEY L APEIIK G EGH GSAVDW W TFG IF L Y E L L F G Q
RFTE QAAKFYVAE VLLAM EYLHM L G IIY RDLKPE N V L VRDDGHVML S DFD L SLRC TVSLSI AEPTGARSMS F VGTHEY L APEIIK G EGH GSAVDW W TFG IF L Y E L L F G K
CLDE EI ARIY IA E LVLALEYLHSLK I VHRDLKPD N L L I AYNGHIK L T DFG L SKI G LI NNTI QEEERI RH S A VGTPDY L APEIL L G TEH GYAADW W SAG IV L F E L L T G I
R F T E H E V Q I Y V G E I V L A L E H L H K L G I IY RDI K L E N I L L D S N GHVVLT D FGLS K E F V A D E T E R A Y D F C G T I EYMAPDI V R G G DSGHDKAVD WWS L G V L MY E L L T G A
R F T E HEVQIY VGE I VLALEHLHKLGI IY RDI K L ENI L L DSNGHVVLTDFGLS KEF VAD ETERAY SFCGTI EYMAPDI VRGGDSGHDKAVD WWS L G V L MYELLTGA
R F T E HEVQIY VGE I VLALEHLHKLGI IY RDI K L ENI L L DSNGHVVLTDFGLS KEF VAD ETERAY SFCGTI EYMAPDI VRGGDSGHDKAVD WWS L G V L MYELLTGA
L F T E EDVKFYLAE LALALDHLHQL GI VYRDL K P ENI L L DEI GHIK L TDFGLS KES VDQ E KKAY SFCGTV EYMAPEVVNR RGHSQSAD WWS Y G V L MF EMLTGT
MF T E EDVKFYLAE LALALDHLHSLGI IY RDL K P ENI L L DEEGHIK L TDFGLS KES I DH E KKAY SFCGTV EYMAPEVVNR RGHTQSAD WWS F G V L MF EMLTGT
MF T E EDVKFYLAE LALG LDHLHSLGI IY RDL K P ENI L L DEEGHIK L TDFGLS KEA I DH E KKAY SFCGTV EYMAPEVVNR QGHTHSAD WWS Y G V L MF EMLTGS
MF T E EDVKFYLAE LALALDHLHSLGI IY RDL K P ENI L L DEEGHIK ITDFGLS KEA ID H D K R A Y SFCGTI EYMAPEVVNR RGHTQSAD WWS F G V L MF EMLTGS
MF T E EDVKFYLAE LALALDHLHSLGI IY RDL K P ENI L L DEEGHIK L TDFGLS KES I DH E KKAY SFCGTV EYMAPEVVNR RGHTQSAD WWS F G V L MF EMLTGT
I F L E DTACFYLAE I TLALG HLHSQGI IY RDL K P ENI ML SSQGHIK L TDFGLC KES I HE G AVTH TFCGTI EYMAPEIL V R S GHNRAVD WWS L G A L MYDMLTGS
I F L E DTACFYLAE I TLALG HLHSQGI IY RDL K P ENI ML SSQGHIK L TDFGLC KES I HE G AVTH TFCGTI EYMAPEIL V R S GHNRAVD WWS L G A L MYDMLTGS
L F R E ELARIY TAE I VSAVAHLHANGI MHRDL K P ENI L L DARGHAMLTDFGLA KE FDE N TRSN SMCGTV EYMAPEIV Q G R G H DKAAD WWS V G I L LFEM LTGK
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T F S E A R T RFYGS EI IL ALG YLHHRN I VYRDMKLENLL LDR DGHI KIT DFGLCKEE I KY G DKTS TFCGTPEYLAPEVIE D I DYDRSV D WWGV GVVMYEMMCGR
I F T E D R T RFYGA EI IS ALG YLHSQG I I YRDL KLENLL LDK DGHI KVADFGLCKED I TY G RTTK TFCGTPEYLAPEVLDD N DYGQAV D WWGT GVVMYEMI CGR
V F T E E R A RFYGA EI VSALE YLHSRD VVYRDI KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I SD G ATMK TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
V F S E D R T RFYGA EI VSALD YLHSGK I VYRDL KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I TD A ATM K TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
V F S E D R T RFYGA EI VSALD YLHSGK I VYRDL KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I TD A ATM K TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
V F S E D R T RFYGA EI VSALD YLHSGK I VYRDL KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I TD A ATM K TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
V F S E D R T RFYGA EI VSALD YLHSGK I VYRDL KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I TD A ATM K TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
V F S E D R T RFYGA EI VSALD YLHSGK I VYRDL KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I TD A ATM K TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
V F S E D R A RFYGA EI VSALD YLHSEKNVVYRDL KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I KD G ATMK TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
V F S E D R A RFYGA EI VSALD YLHSEKNVVYRDL KLENLMLDK DGHI KIT DFGLCKEG I KD G ATMK TFCGTPEYLAPEVLED N DYGRAV D WWGL GVVMYEMMCGR
KFDL S R A T F Y A A E I I L G L Q F L H S K G IV YRDLKL D N I L L DKDGHI K I A D F G MCKEN ML G D AKT N X FCGTP D Y I A P E I L L GQ K Y NHS V D WWS F G V L L Y E ML I G Q
AFGS RRAQFYAAE VCLAL KYFH ENG VI YRDLKLDNI LLTLDGHI K IA D Y G L CKEE MWY G ST T S T FCGTPEFMAPEI LM D KRY GRAVDW W AFGVLIY Q MLLQ Q
KLPE EHARFYSGE IIL A L HFLH SRG IIYRDLKLDNVLI DAEGHI K LTD Y G MCKEN IK D G D L T S T FCGTPNYI APEI LRG DEY GFSVDW W ALGVLMF EMMAGR
KLPE EHARFYAAE IC IA L NFLH ERG IIYRDLKLDNVLLDADGHI K LTD Y G MCKEG LG P G DTT S T FCGTPNYI APEI LRG EEY GFSVDW W ALGVLMF EMMAGR
KLPE EHARFYAAE IC IA L NFLH ERG IIYRDLKLDNVLLDADGHI K LTD Y G MCKEG LG P G DTT S T FCGTPNYI APEI LRG EEY GFSVDW W ALGVLMF EMMAGR
KFDE PRSRFYAAE VTSAL MF L H QHG VI YRDLKLDNI LLDAEGHC K LAD F G MCKEG IL N G V T T T T FCGTPDYI APEI LQ E LEY GPSVDW W ALGVLMYEMMAGQ
RFKE PHAVFYAAE IA IG L FFLQ SKG IIYRDLKLDNVMLDSEGHI K IA D F G MCKEN IW D G V T T K T FCGTPDYI APEI IA Y Q P Y GKSVDW W AFGVLLYEMLAG Q
KFKE PQAVFYAAE I SVGL FFLH KKG IV YRDLKLDNVMLDSEGHI K IA D F G MCKEH VVE G VTT R T FCGTPDYI APEI IA Y Q P Y GRSVDW W AI GVLLYEMLAG Q
KFKE PQAVFYAAE IS IG L FFLH KRG IIYRDLKLDNVMLDSEGHI K IA D F G MCKEH MMD G VT T R T FCGTPDYI APEI IA Y Q P Y GKSVDW W AYGVLLYEMLAG Q
KFKE PQAVFYAAE IS IG L FFLH KRG IIYRDLKLDNVMLDSEGHI K IA D F G MCKEH MMD G VT T R T FCGTPDYI APEI IA Y Q P Y GKSVDW W AYGVLLYEMLAG Q
KFKE PQAVFYAAE IS IG L FFLH KRG IIYRDLKLDNVMLDSEGHI K IA D F G MCKEH MMD G VT T R T FCGTPDYI APEI IA Y Q P Y GKSVDW W AYGVLLYEMLAG Q
VFSE A D MR F Y A A E I I L G L E H MH N R F V VYRDL K P A N I LLDEHG H V R I SDL G L A CDF SKK K PH ASVGTHGYMAP E V L Q KG VAY DSS A D WF S L G C ML F K L L R G H
VFSE KEMRFYATEI I LG LEHVH NRF VVYRDL KPA N I LLDEHG HAR I SDLGLACDF SKK K PH ASVGTHGYMAPEVLQKG TAY DSS A D WF S LGCM LFKLLRG H
VFSE KEMRFYATEI I LG LEHM H NRF VVYRDL KPA N I LLDEHG HAR I SDLGLACDF SKK K PH ASVGTHGYMAPEVLQKG TAY DSS A D WF S LGCM LFKLLRG H
VFSE ADMRFYAAEI I LG LEHM H NRF VVYRDL KPA N I LLDEHG HVR I SDLGLACDF SKK R PH ASVGTHGYMAPEVLQKG VAY DSS A D WF S LGCM LFKLLRG H
GI EMERI I YYTAQI TTG ML QL H NMD I VYRDMKPE N V LLDSQG QCR L SDLGLAVEI PVG K TTTQ KAGTGAYMAPEI LTE TPY RTS V D WWA LGCSI YEMVAGY
NPGFSE PRAI YYT A Q IIS G LEHLH QRR I VYRDL KPE N V LLDNDG NI R I SDLGLAVEL KEG Q NKTK GYAGTPGFMAPELLRG EEY DFS V D YFALGVTLYEMI AAR
NPGFPE PRALFYT A Q IIC G LEHLH QRR I VYRDL KPE N V LLDNDG NVR I SDLGLAVEL LDG Q SKTK GYAGTPGFMAPELLQ G EEY DFS V D YFALGVTLYEMI AAR
GFDE QRAVFYAAELCCG LEDLQ RER I VYRDL KPE N I LLDDRG HI R I SDLGLATEI PEG Q RVR GRVGTVGYMAPEVVNN EKY TFS P D WWGLGCLI YEMI QGH
GFPE ARAVFYAAEI CCG LEDLH RER I VYRDL KPE N I LLDDHG HI R I SDLGLAVHV PEG Q TI K GRVGTVGYMAPEVVRN ERY TFS P D WWA LGCLLYEMI AGQ
GFPE ARAVFYAAEI CCG LEDLH RER I VYRDL KPE N I LLDDHG HI R I SDLGLAVHV PEG Q TI K GRVGTVGYMAPEVVRN ERY TFS P D WWA LGCLLYEMI AGQ
GFPE ARAVFYAAEI CCG LEDLH RER I VYRDL KPE N I LLDDHG HI R I SDLGLAVHV PEG Q TI K GRVGTVGYMAPEVVRN ERY TFS P D WWA LGCLLYEMI AGQ
R F S E P H A R F Y A A Q I V L T F E Y L H S L DL I YRDLKP E N L L I DQQG YI Q V T DFGFAK R V KG RT WT L CGTP E Y L APEI I L SK G Y N K A V D WWA L G V L I Y E MA A G Y
R F D E QRAKFYI AELI LALEHLHKHD I VYRDLKPENI LLDANG HI ALCDFGLSK A N LTK N ATT N T F CGTTEY L APEVLLD EAGYTKMVD F WSLG V L VFE MCCG W
R F P N PVAKFYAAEVCLALEYLHSKD I I YRDLKPENI LLDKNG HI KI TDFGFAK Y V PD VT Y T L CGTPDY I APEVVST KPYNKSI D WWSFG I L IY E ML AG Y
N F D D STTRFYTACVVEAFDYLHSRN I I YRDLKPENLLLNERG YGKLVDFGFAK K L QTG R KT WT F CGTPEY V APEVI LN RGHDI SAD Y WSLG V L MF E LLTG T
N F D D STTRFYTACVVEAFDYLHSRN I I YRDLKPENLLLNERG YGKLVDFGFAK K L QTG R KT WT F CGTPEY V APEVI LN RGHDI SAD Y WSLG V L MF E LLTG T
S F E D NAAQFI I GCVLQAFEYLHARG I I YRDLKPENLM LDERG YVKI VDFGFAK Q I GTS S KT WT F CGTPEY V APEI I LN KGHDRAVD Y WALG I
S F D E PTSKFCVACVTEAFDYLHLLG I I YRDLKPENLI LDADG YLKLVDFGFAK K I GSG Q KT WT F CGTPEY V APEVI LN KGHDFSVD F WSLG I L VYE LLTG N
S F D E PTSKFCVACVTEAFDYLHRLG I I YRDLKPENLI LDAEG YLKLVDFGFAK K I GSG Q KT WT F CGTPEY V APEVI LN KGHDFSVD F WSLG I L VYE LLTG N
R F S E PHARFYGAQI VL AFQYLHSLD LI YRDLKPENLLI DHTG YI KVTDFGFAK R V RG RT WT L CGTPEY L APEIIL S K G Y N K A V D WWALG V L VYE MAAG Y
R F S E PHARFYAAQI VLTFEYLHSLD LI YRDLKPENLLI DQ Q G YI QVTDFGFAK R V KG RT WT L CGTPEY L APEIIL S K V G A
R F S E PHARFYAAQI VLTFEYLHSLD LI YRDLKPENLLI DQ Q G YI QVTDFGFAK R V KG RT WT L CGTPEY L APEIIL S K G Y N K A V D WWALG V L IY E MAAG Y
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text as HMM-t). In addition, improved specificity is
imparted by using negative training sequences to modify
model parameters – the emission and transition probabil-
ities – to make the model more specific (referred hence-
forth as HMM-ModE). The method is applied in a high-
throughput classification exercise to finely classify a sam-
ple derived from an earlier fold level data mining of pro-
tein kinases [23]. The sub-family profile HMM with
default threshold will be referred to as HMM-d to differ-
entiate from the profile HMM used with the optimal dis-
criminating threshold, HMM-t.
Results and Discussion
Improved specificity is obtained by optimising the 
discrimination threshold
The HMM built from positive training sequences contains
sub-family specific signals in addition to the common sig-
nals that arise from the family fold. The log-odds score, a
measure of how much more probable the sequence is to
be emitted by the given HMM than by the random null
model, is routinely used in sequence profile comparison.
where P(X1,...Xn | M) is the probability of the sequence
X1...Xn being emitted by the model M, and P(X1,...Xn |
Null) is the probability of the sequence being emitted by
the null model.
All the sequences which obtain a positive score are consid-
ered to belong to family for which the model is built. The
significance of this score, in HMMER, is calculated as an
"E-value", assuming an extreme-value distribution whose
parameters are either calculated during calibration, or
from a conserved upper bound [24]. The use of the E-
value is empirical, as the exact nature of the distribution
of scores from global alignments is still unknown [24],
though it has been shown that HMM score distributions
are not an extreme-value distribution[25]. The Pfam data-
base uses curated thresholds as an additional aid to the E-
value: a "trusted" cutoff (TC1) – which is the lowest score
of a true positive in the full alignment, a "noise" cut-off
(NC1) which is the highest score for a sequence not
included in the dataset, and a "gathering" threshold
(GA1), which is the threshold that is actually set to collect
the sequences in the Pfam Full alignment where
TC1>GA1>NC1 [11]. These criteria cannot be uniformly
applied to pre-classified positive and negative sequence
data, as there maybe negative sequences with higher
scores than positive sequences.
For a given threshold score, a sequence from the positive
set will be classified as a true positive(TP) or false nega-
tive(FN), and one from the negative set as a true nega-
tive(TN) or false positive(FP). Using these terms,
sensitivity (TP/(TP+FN)) and specificity (TP/(TP+FP))
maybe used to measure the performance of a classifier.
Receiver-Operator Characteristic curves (1-specificity v/s
sensitivity) [22] show that the discriminating potential of
the default HMM profile is inherently high and that the
poor specificity of the HMM, generated from positive
training sequences, results from the default threshold
based on null probabilities (Figure 2). We use the Math-
ews correlation coefficient to indicate the optimal thresh-
old. Normally used methods for testing the efficacy of
discrimination in machine learning methods include
cross-validation, where the sample is split into training
and test data, and bootstrapping, where the data is ran-
domly sampled multiple times [21]. N-fold cross-valida-
tion or jackknifing ranges from "sample-splitting" –
where the sample is split equally into a test and training
set, to "leave-one-out" – where the method is tested itera-
tively through the sample set, using as the test set a single
sequence, and the remainder of the sample as a training
set. In order to allow the method to be used in high-
throughput analysis, we use 10-fold cross-validation,
which lies between the accuracy of bootstrapping, and the
speed of sample-splitting. We use the mode of the average
MCC distribution as the optimal discrimination thresh-
old. (Figure 3A).
Further improvement in discrimination is provided by using 
negative sequences to train the HMM
Increased discrimination is provided by modifying emis-
sion and transition probabilities in the model by incorpo-
rating probabilities derived from negative training
sequences directly into the model. Earlier work that used
HMM with discriminative training modified model emis-
sion probabilities by iteratively aligning negative
sequences to the model [15]. This method uses the capa-
bilities of the HMM to both generate the multiple align-
ment and train the model with positive and negative
sequences, a feature which is not available with HMMER,
which uses a null model containing position independent
probabilities derived from background frequencies of the
amino acids. Moreover, multiple alignments generated
from HMMs are not as accurate as methods employing
scoring matrices – the profiles from Pfam are often hand-
edited, and our use of hmmalign [24] to align negative
training data does not generate alignments of the quality
as specialized multiple alignment programs working from
sequences (data not shown). The advent of fast and accu-
rate multiple alignment programs such as MUSCLE [26]
permits the generation of the model parameters by using
profile-profile alignments of the positive and negative
samples. Analysis of these profiles allows the easy identi-
fication of alignment positions capable of increased dis-
crimination, and the modification of model parameters to
implement them. Discriminating alignment positions can
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be identified using relative entropy(REi) between the
probability distributions of the positive (p) and negative
(q) sets for a position i [27,28].
where pi,x and qi,x are the probabilities of the amino acid x
at a position i in the positive and negative sets respec-
tively.
In order to use a model independent method of selecting
discriminating alignment positions, Z-scores based on the
distribution of cumulative relative entropies (CREi) for
the alignment may be used.
where μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the
CRE distribution.
The log-odds score is then given by
High Z-scores (Z > 3) are associated with specificity deter-
mining positions [17], but although this method may
work well on classifying sequences at the sub-family level
that have been previously classified to the family level, it
is insufficient to accurately mine a large database. The use
of Z-scores to select variables (alignment positions)
involved in maximal discrimination loses information
that is shared between the positive and negative
sequences, increasing the likelihood of an unrelated
sequence that may contain the reduced pattern by chance.
This is particularly likely in cases where specificity is con-
ferred by only a few residues, or even a single position
[29]. We propose a mixed score – that would discriminate
the sequence belonging to the subfamily against a
sequence containing the pattern by chance by incorporat-
ing the fold components of the profile, and against
sequences from other subfamilies, by incorporating infor-
mation related to the specificity determining residues
identified using relative entropy.
where PxNullis the null probability of amino acid x. Other
terms are as defined earlier.
This effectively calls for a position dependent null model,
that incorporates information from the negative training
sequences. Though the Viterbi algorithm uses a log score
in aligning a sequence to a profile to prevent underflow
errors, this score is calculated from the model emission
probabilities. In order to preserve the plan7 architecture
used in HMMER, we use a heuristic method that modifies
the model emission probabilities to implement this
mixed model score.
The mixed model above still does not capture all informa-
tion available from the false positive sequences. Consider
the case where there is an conserved insert in the negative
sequences that is absent in the positive sequences. As there
is no equivalent emission probabilities in the positive
profile (the matching columns in the positive profile
HMM would be delete states), this information is lost. A
trivial implementation of the log-odds score with known
positive and negative sequences maybe made by scoring
the sequence against the profiles generated from both
positive sequences and negative sequences, and subtract-
ing the negative profile score from the score of the
sequence against the positive profile.
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A Receiver-Operator Characteristic curve (ROC) of HMM-d  and HMM-ModE for the PVPK sub-family Figure 2
A Receiver-Operator Characteristic curve (ROC) of 
HMM-d and HMM-ModE for the PVPK sub-family. 
HMM-ModE – blue; HMM-d – red;BMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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Determination of optimal discrimination threshold Figure 3
Determination of optimal discrimination threshold. The average MCC(bold black) distribution is overlayed on the sen-
sitivity and specificity plots for each of 10-fold cross validation samples of the PVPK sub-family. Figures are plotted for the 
default profile HMM-d (top, A), HMM-ModE (center, B) and HMM-Sub(bottom, C).
  
A
B
CBMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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This log-difference-of-odds-scores (henceforth referred to
as HMM-Sub) would provide the maximum discrimina-
tion between the positive and negative datasets, but has
some caveats discussed below. The comparative impact of
these methods is shown in Figure 3 for a randomly
selected dataset. It is apparent that the MCC distribution
is successively broader and has a higher maximum with
each method, corresponding to increased discrimination
between the positive and negative datasets.
Validation
Emission probabilities were modified as described in
methods. Existing methods for modifying transition prob-
abilities [16] from negative training data sampling [30] to
improve the efficiency of HMMER were used without
change. As negative training data is significantly larger in
size than positive training data, the speed of implementa-
tion of HMM-ModE is improved by only selecting false
positives from the negative training data, thus limiting its
size to those sequences that significantly influence dis-
crimination. The use of profile-profile alignments also
permits easy calculation of resultant models, as the match
states of columns of the positive and negative training
data are aligned.
Protein Kinases provide the kind of challenge sub-family
classification demands. Protein Kinases were first classi-
fied by Hanks[31] into distinct families that share basic
structural and functional properties based on similarity in
catalytic domain amino acid sequence, and more recently
have been classified into 12 fold groups based on struc-
tural fold similarity. Each of the fold groups is further clas-
sified into families which can be distinguished from one
another by representative HMMs [23]. Within the family,
finer functional classification is often not possible due to
the large proportion of shared fold signals. One such
instance is the AGC family of Serine/Threonine Protein
Kinases (Figure 4). The AGC family contains Protein
Kinases such as cAMP-dependent Protein Kinase (PKA),
Protein Kinase C, Protein Kinases related to PKA and PKC
(RAC), G protein-coupled receptor kinase (GRK), ribos-
omal S6 PK, and the PVPK1 Protein Kinase homologs in
plants [31]. The proteins all share a two-lobed structure
and high level of sequence similarity, yet have different
substrate specificity [32]. The results of the application of
the above methods on this dataset is reported in Table 1.
GRK has an insert relative to the other sequences, which is
sufficient for HMMER with a suitable cut-off to improve
its specificity. In all the other sub-families, the distribu-
tion of scores for positive and negative sequences overlap
allowing an assessment of the discrimination capabilities
of the methods described in this paper. In general, there is
an increase in specificity using the HMM-ModE protocol,
albeit with a reduction in sensitivity from the hmmer
score with a default threshold. In the case of S6PK, the
reduced sensitivity is due to three sequences in the dataset
being shorter than the rest. As the log-odds-score increases
with sequence length, this is an expected development,
and must be used as a caveat for the general application of
the method.
G-Protein coupled receptors, which play a key role in cell-
signaling network that control an array of physiological
processes [33] have also been classified into sub-families
on the basis of their substrate specificity[20]. These pro-
teins are characterised by the conservation of seven trans-
membrane regions, the selection criteria being
hydrophobic residues. Sequences from one sub-family
often have higher sequence similarity with members of
other families than within the sub-family. This dataset has
also been the focus of the application of the SVM as a dis-
criminator[19], and hence is interesting as it provides a
comparison to the methods detailed above. Karchin et al
have compared the relative performances of SVM, BLAST
and HMMs for the classification of GPCR sub-families
that bind to a specific ligand, defined by them as "level-2"
sub-families (Figure 5 and 6). They calculate coverage
(which is the percentage of True Positives selected before
the first False Positive error) and the errors per sequence at
the Minimal Error Point (MEP) as the parameters for eval-
uating the different methods, each of which could work
best at different score thresholds. The former is indicative
of the sensitivity of a discriminating method whereas the
latter, since it is a total of both the False Positive as well as
False Negative errors, indicates both sensitivity and specif-
icity. These statistics are calculated by sweeping a thresh-
old over the E-values combined from all the sub-families.
The coverage values reported for SVM, BLAST and HMM
are 65%, 13.3% and 5% respectively. Our HMM-d has a
coverage of 13% which is comparable to the values
reported for BLAST and HMM. The coverage of HMM-
ModE (27%) is better than that of HMM-d. On the other
hand, the 18% error at the MEP obtained for HMM-ModE
is comparable to the 13.7% reported for SVM but lower
than those reported for BLAST and HMM (25.5% and
30% respectively) or 21% obtained for HMM-d. However,
we note that the average coverage and errors at MEP are
calculated after combining and normalising results of dif-
ferent sub-families using the E-values. The results for
HMM-ModE should be better than those observed using
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these parameters as sequence classification is based on the
threshold score and not the E-value. A better comparison
to the SVM results above, which also uses a discriminant
score and not a significance value, would be to average
sub-family values of these parameters. HMM-ModE then
returns values of 96% coverage, and 6% error rate at MEP
(Table 2).
The relatively poor results for Octopamine is due to the
fact that there are only twelve sequences in the dataset,
and they have higher sequence similarity with the serot-
onin sub-class than with each other (Table 2). Since our
choice of threshold is optimised for specificity, there is a
sharp fall in sensitivity. The HMM-ModE profile provides
an improvement in the coverage values for 11 of the sub-
families. Only in one case (OlfactoryII family6) is the cov-
erage for HMM-ModE worse than HMM-d.
Classification of kinases
To test the above protocol in a high-throughput annota-
tion case study, we applied the method to classify protein
kinase sequences at a functional level. Protein Kinase
sequences have been classified by Cheek et al [23] into
fold groups on the basis of structural similarity and fur-
ther into families of homologous sequences. Each family
is made up of sub-families denoted by EC numbers. We
constructed function-specific sub-family profiles using
sequences from the ENZYME [34] database as a training
set. The protein S/T – Y/atypical kinase/lipid kinase/ATP-
grasp fold group contains enzymatic functions belonging
to 36 different EC numbers, of which 19 EC numbers have
3 or more sequences available (Figure 7). We could popu-
late the training set by mining databases for annotated
sequences that fitted the description of the class, but used
only specified sequences in this validation. Two generic
activities, namely "protein kinase" and "protein tyrosine
kinase" (EC numbers 2.7.1.37 and 2.7.1.112 respectively)
were not included in the analysis.
The application of the method in high-throughput analy-
sis is instructive. A careful perusal of the sequences classi-
fied showed that very few sequences with annotations
outside of the sub-family were scored using HMM-ModE
and HMM-t, commensurate with their expectation of high
sensitivity and specificity. Rhodopsin and Beta-adrenergic
receptor kinases are sub-families belonging to the G-pro-
tein-coupled receptor kinase 1 family which bind differ-
ent substrates. The HMM-d profile for the Rhodopsin
kinase sub-family (EC number 2.7.1.125) selected 18
sequences annotated as beta-adrenergic receptors from a
database of 56,144 protein kinase sequences previously
classified by Cheek et al [23]. The HMM-sub and HMM-d
protocols each also classified 14 v-akt murine thymoma
viral oncogene homologs as belonging to the rhodopsin
kinase sub-family. HMM-ModE and HMM-t did not pick
these false positives. Similarly, the HMM-d profile for the
beta-adrenergic receptor kinase family (EC number
2.7.1.126) selected 5 rhodopsin kinase sequences whereas
HMM-ModE, HMM-t and HMM-sub misclassified 3 rho-
dopsin kinases. Sequences mined with Pfam profiles as
Six subfamilies of the AGC family of protein kinases Figure 4
Six subfamilies of the AGC family of protein kinases
G protein-coupled receptor kinase (GRK)
Cyclic nucleotide regulated protein kinase (PKA)
Protein kinase C (PKC)
Flowering plant PVPK1 protein kinase (PVPK)
RAC/Akt protein kinase, related to PKA and PKC (RAC)
Ribosomal protein S6 kinase (S6PK)
AGC KinasesBMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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applied in Cheek et al [23] may not be specific at the func-
tional level. For example, Pfam profile PF01633 is
described as choline/ethanolamine kinase whereas
choline kinase and ethanolamine kinase have different EC
numbers signifying different substrate specificities
(2.7.1.32 and 2.7.1.82 respectively). HMM-d, and HMM-
t classisfied 45 and 31 sequences as ethanolamine kinases
respectively. However, inspection of the classified
sequences showed that 13 sequences annotated as choline
kinases were also picked up by HMM-d but HMM-t only
misclassified 3 choline kinase sequences. A similar trend
was observed for the activities of phosphorylase kinase
(EC number 2.7.1.38) and Calcium/Calmodulin depend-
ent protein kinase (EC number 2.7.1.123). HMM-d,
HMM-t, HMM-ModE and HMM-Sub misclassified 12, 1,
7 and 7 phosphorylase kinase sequences respectively as
belonging to the Calcium/Calmodulin dependent protein
kinase sub-family. It must be noted that in this case the
number of correctly classified sequences for HMM-ModE
was more than that of HMM-t(155 compared to 147). The
HMM-d profile for phosphorylase kinase also selected
176 Calcium/Calmodulin dependent protein kinase
sequences whereas the other methods did not pick up any
sequence labeled as Calcium-Calmodulin Kinase.
The relatively high specificity of the HMM-ModE profiles
and HMM-t provides a greater confidence with which to
annotate unknown, hypothetical, putative or unnamed
sequences. Table 3 shows the number of such sequences
which have been annotated by our protocol.
HMM-sub provides inconsistent results when used
directly on a database of generic sequences. For protein
families where the division of proteins into functional
sub-types can be accomplished by phylogeny, this
method would work well, as the specificity determining
columns would then contain mutually exclusive amino
acids in the different sub-families, and maximum discrim-
ination would be provided by the application of this
method. However at the level of classification we target
the application of these methods, proteins usually have
multiple features, not necessarily dependent on its molec-
ular function that co-evolve. Examples include variations
in sub-cellular location – membrane-bound or cytosolic,
differing affinities for more than one substrate, or the
interaction with other proteins that differ across paralogs.
In addition, by effectively removing all features shared
with the family, the method has a high chance of picking
up false positives which may contain features unrelated to
the molecular function.
Protein families whose members have convergently
evolved is a case which will result in the failure of the
methods described here. Though the catalytic activity of
these proteins is the same, and the amino acids that confer
this specificity would be similarly conserved in space,
their arrangement in the sequence would be dependent
on the scaffold of the protein fold. Although this case is
not present in any of the case studies presented in this
paper, we guard against this eventuality by first doing a
phylogenetic clustering of the sequences from the sub-
family. In the case of multiple folds, separate fold-based
profiles maybe used. The clustering is also helpful in the
case of very large training datasets, to allow sampling rep-
resentative of the complete dataset to generate the multi-
ple alignment.
Conclusion
We have implemented a protocol to classify protein
sequences based on profile HMMs. This protocol maxim-
ises the discrimination of the sequence belonging to the
subfamily against a sequence containing the pattern by
chance by incorporating the fold components of the pro-
file, and against sequences from other subfamilies, by
incorporating information related to the specificity deter-
mining residues identified using relative entropy.
Although essentially implementing ideas suggested by
Mamitsuka[15], Hannehalli and Russell[17], Wistrand
and Sonnhammer[16], and Brown et al [13], this protocol
is faster in training, as only negative sequences that are
Table 1: Performance of HMM-d, HMM-t, HMM-ModE and HMM-Sub for the sub-family classification of the AGC family of kinases.
Methods HMM-d HMM-T HMM-ModE HMM-Sub
Sub-groups of AGC kinases Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
GRK 1 (0) 0.27 (0.03) 1 (0) 1 (0) 1 (0) 1 (0) 1 (0) 1 (0)
PKA 0.96 (0.1) 0.18 (0.02) 0.89 (0.13) 1 (0) 0.89 (0.13) 1 (0) 0.96 (0.07) 1 (0)
PKC 0.99 (0.05) 0.42 (0.1) 0.95 (0.08) 0.99 (0.2) 0.96 (0.08) 1 (0) 0.97 (0.06) 1 (0)
PVPK 1 (0) 0.17 (0.03) 0.94 (0.1) 0.93 (0.13) 0.94 (0.1) 0.96 (0.12) 0.96 (0.08) 1 (0)
RAC 1 (0) 0.09 (0.00) 0.9 (0.16) 1 (0) 0.93 (0.1) 1 (0) 0.97 (0.1) 1 (0)
S6PK 1 (0) 0.14 (0.01) 0.98 (0.08) 0.98 (0.06) 0.975 (0.08) 0.98 (0.06) 0.93 (0.24) 0.98 (0.06)
The values in parentheses indicate the standard deviation for all 10 samples in a 10-fold cross validation.
HMM-d – HMM profile used with default threshold
HMM-t – HMM profile used with optimised threshold
HMM-ModE – profile with modified emission probabilities
HMM-Sub – Log-difference-of-odds-score methodBMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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An outline of some Level 1 and Level 2 subfamilies of the GPCR Class A proteins Figure 5
An outline of some Level 1 and Level 2 subfamilies of the GPCR Class A proteins. The level-2 sub-families used in 
this study are marked in bold.
  
Class A
Amine
Peptide
Hormoneprotein
Rhodopsin
Olfactory
Angiotensin Bombesin
Bradykinin C5aanaphylatoxin
APJlike Fmet leu phe
Interleukin 8 Chemokine
CCK Endothelin
Melanocortin NeuropeptideY
Neurotensin Opioid
Somatostatin Tachykinin
Vasopressin like Galaninlike
Proteinase activatedlike Orexin neuropeptideFF
UrotensinII Adrenomedullin G10D
GPR37 endothelinB like Chemokinereceptor like
NeuromedinUlike AllatostatinC drostatinC
Somatostatin andangiogenin likepeptide
Folliclestimulatinghormone GonadotropintypeI
Thyrotropin GonadotropintypeII
Lutropin choriogonadotropichormone
RhodopsinVertebrate RhodopsinArthropod
RhodopsinMollusc RhodopsinOther
OlfactoryIIfam1 OlfactoryIIfam2 OlfactoryIIfam3
OlfactoryIIfam4 OlfactoryIIfam5 OlfactoryIIfam6
OlfactoryIIfam7 OlfactoryIIfam8 OlfactoryIIfam10
OlfactoryIIfam11 OlfactoryIIfam12 OlfactoryIfam51 52
OlfactoryFOR like fish OlfactoryXOR like frog
OlfactoryunclassifiedclassII
Acetylcholine muscarinic Adrenoceptors
Dopamine Histamine
Serotonin Octopamine
Traceamine
Prostanoid
Nucleotide like
Gonadotropin 
releasinghormone
Thyrotropin
releasinghormone 
Secretagogue
ClassAOrphan other
Cannabinoid
Plateletactivatingfactor
Melatonin
Viral
Lysosphingolipid LPA EDG
LeukotrieneB4receptor
Gonadotropin releasinghormone Mammals
Gonadotropin releasinghormone others
Thyrotropin releasinghormone
Growthhormonesecretagogue
Growthhormonesecretagoguelike
Adenosine Purinoceptors
Prostaglandin Prostacyclin Thromboxane
PlateletADP KI01receptors SREB
Masproto oncogene RDC1
ORPH LGRlike hormonereceptors
GPR GPR45like
Cysteinylleukotriene Mas relatedreceptors MRGs
GP40like
Level 1 Subfamilies Level 2 SubfamiliesBMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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selected by the sub-family HMM as false positives, are
used in modifying model parameters, and optimising the
discrimination threshold. The use of HMMER for search-
ing and scoring sequence databases remains unchanged
except for our use of recent modifications to the model
that aid improved discrimination. The hmmsearch E-
value is no longer applicable as some of the model prob-
abilities are modified to reflect information from negative
training sequences, though the null probability used by
the program to calculate the E-value still remains that of
the original model as it is common across all states in the
model.
The availability of accurately pre-classified protein
sequences is an important starting point for classification
based on function. Datasets classified on the basis of
folds, such as the kinase set used in this work, additionally
provide an opportunity for finer classification based on
more specific function. Increased use of methods such as
described in this manuscript, with a high prediction accu-
racy, will provide confidence in functional annotation of
protein sequences which are generated from high-
throughput genome sequence projects, a large proportion
of which are of not experimentally characterised.
Given the above results, we recommend that if the cover-
age is 1 (i.e the highest false positive score is less than the
lowest true positive score) the threshold as specified in
Pfam may be used. If the coverage is less, then the thresh-
old calculated using 10-fold cross-validation as described
in this paper, is the optimal discriminating threshold for
the given dataset, and can be used in place of the "gather-
ing" threshold for sub-family classification. Further dis-
crimination is possible if there are sufficient false positive
sequences to build a profile.
Methods
Datasets used in the study
The sequences belonging to the 6 sub-families of the AGC
protein kinase family, each with different ligand specifici-
ties, were kindly provided by the authors of [35]. These
sequences included 66 sequences of cyclic nucleotide reg-
ulated Protein Kinases (PKA), 135 sequences of Diacylg-
lycerol-activated/phospholipid-dependent protein kinase
C (PKC), 23 sequences of RAC/Akt protein kinases,
related to PKA and PKC, (RAC), 58 sequences of G pro-
tein-coupled receptor kinases (GRK), 40 sequences of pro-
tein kinases that phosphorylate the ribosomal protein S6
family (S6PK) and 48 sequences of the flowering plant
protein kinase homolog family (PVPK1) (Figure 4).
Protein sequences belonging to level-2 sub-families of the
Class A (Figure 5) and Class C GPCR (Figure 6) proteins
were kindly provided by the authors of [19]. The
sequences are a part of two mutually exclusive sets called
set0 and set1 which are used in a two-fold cross validation
An outline of some Level 1 and Level 2 subfamilies of the GPCR Class C proteins Figure 6
An outline of some Level 1 and Level 2 subfamilies of the GPCR Class C proteins. The level-2 sub-families used in 
this study are marked in bold.
Level 1 Subfamilies Level 2 Subfamilies
Class C
MetabotropicglutamategroupI
MetabotropicglutamategroupII
MetabotropicglutamategroupIII
Metabotropicglutamateother
Metabotropicglutamate
Extracellularcalcium sensing
Pheromone Calcium sensinglike
Putativepheromonereceptors
GABA B
GABA Bsubtype1
GABA Bsubtype2
GABA Blike
OrphanGPRC5
OrphanGPCR6
Brideofsevenlessproteins BOSS
Tastereceptors T1R BMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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Table 2: Coverage (percentage of True Positives identified before the first False Positive) and the average percentage of errors per 
sequence at the MEP of HMM-d and HMM-ModE for classification of Level-2 sub-families of Class A and Class C GPCR proteins
Coverage Average errors per sequence at MEP
HMM-ModE HMM-d HMM-ModE HMM-d
Set0 Set1 Set0 Set1 Set0 Set1 Set0 Set1
Acetylcholine_muscarinic 111 0 . 9 20 0 0 0 . 0 8
Adenosine 111 1 0 0 0 0
Adrenoceptors 0.48 0.97 0.45 0.97 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.03
Adrenomedullin_G10D 111 1 0 0 0 0
Angiotensin 111 1 0 0 0 0
APJlike 111 1 0 0 0 0
Bombesin 111 1 0 0 0 0
Bradykinin 111 1 0 0 0 0
C5aanaphylatoxin 111 1 0 0 0 0
CCK 1 0.89 1 0.89 0 0.11 0 0.11
Chemokinereceptor_like 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2
Chemokine 1 0.55 0.98 0.55 0 0.09 0.02 0.11
Dopamine 0.87 0.91 0.87 0.91 0.13 0.09 0.13 0.09
Endothelin 1 1 1 0.88 0.29 0 0.29 0.13
Fmet_leu_phe 111 1 0 0 0 0
Folliclestimulatinghormone 0.86 1 0.86 1 0.14 0 0.14 0
GABA_Bsubtype1 111 1 0 0 0 0
GABA_Bsubtype2 111 1 0 0 0 0
Galaninlike 111 1 0 0 0 0
GP40like 1 1 1 0.5 0 0 0 0.5
GPR 0.76 0.73 0.76 0.73 0.24 0.27 0.24 0.27
Growthhormonesecretagoguelike 111 1 0 0 0 0
Growthhormonesecretagogue 111 1 0 0 0 0
Histamine 111 1 0 0 0 0
Interleukin_8 111 1 0 0 0 0
LeukotrieneB4receptorBLT1 111 1 0 0 0 0
Lutropin_choriogonadotropichormone 111 1 0 0 0 0
Melanocortin 111 1 0 0 0 0
MetabotropicglutamategroupIII 111 1 0 0 0 0
MetabotropicglutamategroupII 111 1 0 0 0 0
MetabotropicglutamategroupI 111 1 0 0 0 0
Metabotropicglutamateother 111 1 1 1 1 1BMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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NeuropeptideY 0.88 1 0.88 1 0.13 0 0.13 0
Neurotensin 111 1 0 0 0 0
Octopamine 0.29 1 0.29 1 0.71 0 0.71 0
OlfactoryIIfam10 111 1 0 0 0 0
OlfactoryIIfam1 0.86 0.80 0.86 0.80 0.14 0.10 0.14 0.10
OlfactoryIIfam2 1 1 0.88 1 0 0 0.13 0
OlfactoryIIfam3 111 1 0 0 0 0
OlfactoryIIfam5 1 0.71 1 0.71 0 0.29 0 0.29
OlfactoryIIfam6 0.83 1 1 1 0.17 0 0 0
OlfactoryIIfam7 111 0 . 8 60 0 0 0 . 1 4
OlfactoryIIfam8 111 1 0 0 0 0
Opioid 111 1 0 0 0 0
Orexin_neuropeptideFF 111 1 0 0 0 0
PlateletADP_KI01receptors 111 1 0 0 0 0
Prostacyclin 111 1 0 0 0 0
Prostaglandin 111 1 0 0 0 0
Proteinase_activatedlike 111 1 0 0 0 0
Purinoceptors 1 1 0.91 1 0 0 0.09 0
RDC1 111 1 0 0 0 0
RhodopsinArthropod 111 1 0 0 0 0
RhodopsinMollusc 0.6 1 0.6 1 0.4 0 0.4 0
RhodopsinOther 0.86 0.67 0.71 0.50 0.14 0.33 0.29 0.50
RhodopsinVertebrate 111 1 0 0 0 0
Serotonin 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
Somatostatin 111 1 0 0 0 0
Tachykinin 0.92 1 0.92 1 0.08 0 0.08 0
Thromboxane 111 1 0 0 0 0
Thyrotropin_releasinghormone 111 1 0 0 0 0
Thyrotropin 111 1 0 0 0 0
UrotensinII 111 1 0 0 0 0
Vasopressin_like 111 1 0 0 0 0
Masproto_oncogene 111 1 0 0 0 0
GPR37_endothelinB_like 111 1 0 1 0 1
Average 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.07
Average(set0,set1) 0.96 0.95 0.06 0.07
Table 2: Coverage (percentage of True Positives identified before the first False Positive) and the average percentage of errors per 
sequence at the MEP of HMM-d and HMM-ModE for classification of Level-2 sub-families of Class A and Class C GPCR proteins BMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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An outline of the S/T-Y kinase/atypical kinase/lipid kinase/ATP-grasp Fold Group as categorized in [23] Figure 7
An outline of the S/T-Y kinase/atypical kinase/lipid kinase/ATP-grasp Fold Group as categorized in [23]. The EC 
numbers for which training sequences were available in the ENZYME database are marked in bold.
  
Group 1: 
protein S/T-Y 
kinase/atypical 
protein kinase/
lipid kinase/
ATP-grasp 
23124 sequences
protein S/T-Y kinase/ 
atypical protein 
kinase: 
COG0478, 
COG2112, 
PF00069, PF00454,
PF01163, PF01633 
22074 sequences
lipid kinase:  PF01504 
321 sequences
ATP-grasp: PF01326 
729 sequences
2.7.1.32 Choline kinase 
2.7.1.37 Protein kinase
2.7.1.38 Phosphorylase kinase
2.7.1.39 Homoserine kinase
2.7.1.67 1-phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase
2.7.1.72 Streptomycin 6-kinase
2.7.1.82 Ethanolamine kinase
2.7.1.87 Streptomycin 3"-kinase
2.7.1.95 Kanamycin kinase
2.7.1.100 5-methylthioribose kinase
2.7.1.103 Viomycin kinase
2.7.1.109 [Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA 
reductase (NADPH2)] kinase
2.7.1.112 Protein-tyrosine kinase
2.7.1.116 [Isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP+)] kinase
2.7.1.117 [Myosin light-chain] kinase
2.7.1.119 Hygromycin-B kinase
2.7.1.123 Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase
2.7.1.125 Rhodopsin kinase
2.7.1.126 [Beta-adrenergic-receptor] kinase 
2.7.1.129 [Myosin heavy-chain] kinase
2.7.1.135 [Tau protein] kinase
2.7.1.136 Macrolide 2'-kinase
2.7.1.137 1-phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
2.7.1.141 [RNA-polymerase]-subunit kinase
2.7.1.153 Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase
2.7.1.154 Phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 3-kinase
2.7.1.68 1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase
2.7.1.127 1D-myo-inositol-trisphosphate 3-kinase (*)
2.7.1.140 Inositol-tetrakisphosphate 5-kinase
2.7.1.149 1-phosphatidylinositol 5-phosphate 4-kinase
2.7.1.150 1-phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate 5-kinase
2.7.1.151Inositol-polyphosphate multikinase
2.7.4.21 Inositol-hexakisphosphate kinase
2.7.1.134 Inositol-tetrakisphosphate 1-kinase
2.7.9.1 Pyruvate, phosphate dikinase
2.7.9.2 Pyruvate, water dikinase
Family and PFAM/COG members Kinase Activity (E.C.) GroupBMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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exercise. These sets were manually inspected and were
found to contain sequences whose accession numbers
had either been deleted from the GenBank database or
had been changed. The deleted entries were removed from
the sequence sets and the changed entries were used to
replace the old entries. Some other sequences which were
found to have annotations of "probable", "putative" or
"hypothetical" GPCRs were also removed. This resulted in
a total of 542 sequences in set0 and 541 sequences in set1,
respectively, which covered 65 level-2 subfamilies. The
sequences for set0 were used as training sets and the
HMM-d and HMM-ModE profiles were used to score the
sequences in set1. The same procedure was repeated with
set1 sequences as training sets and an average coverage
and percentage errors per sequence at the Minimum Error
Point (MEP) were calculated as in [19].
Protein Kinases previously classified upto the fold and
family level by Cheek et al [23], were classified at the level
of specific function as described by the Enzyme Commis-
sion (EC) numbers (Figure 7). The fold group of S/T-Y
protein kinases/atypical kinases/lipid kinase/ATP-grasp
sequences includes a total of 36 enzymatic activities of
which 19 activities have 3 or more SWISSPROT sequences
associated with them. Two enzymatic activities, "Protein
kinase" and "Protein Tyrosine kinase" were ignored
because they appear to be supersets of various other activ-
ities. The SWISSPROT sequences for each EC number were
used to train HMMER and HMM-ModE profiles. These
profiles were then used to classify 56,144 protein kinase
sequences[23] obtained from the NCBI protein database.
Identification of optimal cut-off score using cross-
validation
The sequences were aligned using MUSCLE [26]. Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) profiles were made from each of
the multiple alignments by using program hmmbuild from
the HMMER package version 2.3.2 [4]. The true positives
and false positives were identified by scoring the
sequences with the generated HMMER profiles using
hmmsearch. In our study, we define True Positives (TP) as
those protein sequence which perform the same specific
function, that is, belong to the same specific subfamily
with a score above the threshold value. A protein
sequence from any of the other sub-families that has a
score above the threshold, is considered as a False Positive
(FP).
Ten-fold cross validation was used on each of the six sub-
families for identifying an optimal discrimination thresh-
old which would be used to classify the sequences with
the HMMER profiles as well as with HMM-ModE. Each
sub-family was divided into 10 samples of training and
test sequences in the ratio 9:1 respectively, such that each
sequence in a sub-group was a part of a test set at least
once. Each training sample for each sub-family was fur-
ther divided into 10 training and test sets using the same
criteria as above. For each sub-family, the test set contain-
ing its own sequences was treated as a positive test while
the corresponding test sets of the other groups were
merged to form a negative test. The HMMER profiles and
the HMM-ModE profiles generated from each of these
training sets for each sample were used to score the corre-
sponding positive and negative test sequences. The sensi-
Table 3: Application of HMM-d, HMM-t, HMM-ModE and HMM-Sub for function-specific classification of the S/T-Y kinase/atypical 
kinase/lipid kinase/ATP-grasp fold family
HMM-d HMM-t HMM-ModE HMM-Sub
2.7.1.100 19 16(0) * *
2.7.1.116 43 43(4) * *
2.7.1.117 103 103(8) * *
2.7.1.123 3392 529(120) 934(203) 3264
2.7.1.125 295 11(4) 11(4) 259
2.7.1.126 96 34(2) 34(2) 37
2.7.1.129 5 5(0) * *
2.7.1.137 135 135(29) * *
2.7.1.32 93 64(23) * *
2.7.1.38 2634 22(4) 22(4) 109
2.7.1.39 260 260(54) * *
2.7.1.67 57 57(15) * *
2.7.1.68 36 36(15) * *
2.7.1.82 45 31(10) * *
2.7.1.95 19 19(3) * *
2.7.9.1 171 169(55) * *
2.7.9.2 111 107(10) * *
The numbers in the parentheses for HMM-ModE and HMM-t are the total counts of sequences annotated as hypothetical, putative, unknown and 
unnamed which have been classified by the two protocols. A "*" in the HMM-ModE and HMM-Sub columns indicates that the number of false 
positive sequences picked up by the HMMER profile from the negative training data were not sufficient to build a false positive profile.BMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:104 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/104
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tivity, specificity and MCC (Matthews Correlation
Coefficient)[22] distributions for 10 sets of each sample
were obtained. An average MCC distribution for the 10
sets for a particular sample was plotted as a function of the
scores. The optimal discrimination threshold was identi-
fied as the mid point corresponding to the mode valueof
the average MCC distribution. The sequences in the each
test sample for each sub-family were scored with HMMER
and HMM-ModE profiles generated from the entire train-
ing sample using the optimal threshold score. The com-
plete protocol is automated using PERL scripts along with
the datasets are available from [37].
Modifying the Emission probabilities of the HMMs (HMM-
ModE)
The false positive (FP) set of sequences were aligned using
MUSCLE. Profile alignment of the subfamily profile and
the FP profile was performed using the -profile option of
MUSCLE. HMMs for the aligned sub-family and FP align-
ments were built as described above. For nullifying the
non-discriminating fold-specific emission probabilities
the match emission probabilities of the true positive pro-
file were modified with the emission probabilities of the
FP profile using the equations described in the HMMER
user's guide [24]. Specifically, the score in the HMM is
modified using the condition
where Intscale = 1000
Probabilities can be derived from the scores using
The modification steps and the generation of the new
HMM in the HMMER format was accomplished using
PERL scripts.
Abbreviations used
HMM, Hidden Markov Model; HMM-d, Profile HMM
used with default HMMER threshold; HMM-t, Profile
HMM used with optimised discrimination threshold;
HMM-ModE, Profile HMM with modified emission prob-
abilities; HMM-Sub, log-difference-of-odds-scores; AGC,
cAMP dependent protein kinase/protein kinase G/protein
kinase C family; PKA, cAMP dependent protein kinase;
PKC, Protein Kinase C; RAC, protein kinases related to
PKA and PKC;GRK, G-Protein Coupled Receptor Kinase;
S6PK, ribosomal S6 Protein Kinase; PVPK1, Flowering
plant Protein Kinase; ROC, Receiver-Operator Character-
istic; MCC, Matthew's Correlation Coefficient; MEP, Min-
imal Error Point.
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